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What is Gamification? 
What is Game? 

 
Class activity 1: in groups, define what is a game? 

 

“A game is a system in which player(s) involve in an abstract challenge, defined by 

rules, interactivity, and feedback, that results in a quantifiable outcome often 

causing an emotional reaction.” 
 

 System: a set of interconnected elements occur within the “space” of the 

game. 

 Players: games involve a person interacting with game content or with other 

players. The person playing the game is the player. 

 Abstract: games typically involve an abstraction of reality and typically take 

place in a narrowly defined “game space”. 

 Challenge: games challenge players to achieve goals and outcomes that are 

not simple or straightforward.  

 Rules: the rules of the game define the game. They define the sequence of 

play, the winning state, and what is “fair” and what is “not fair” within the 

boundaries of the game environment.  

 Interactivity: games involve interaction. Players interact with one another, 

with the game system, and with the content presented during the game. 

 Feedback: within a game, feedback is typically instant, direct, and clear. 

 Quantifiable outcome: games are designed so that the winning state in 

concrete. There is no ambiguity.  

 Emotional reaction: games typically involve emotion. 
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What is Gamification? 
 

Class activity 2: in groups, read the related gamification paragraphs and try to come up with a 
definition to what is Gamification? 

1) 
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2) 
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3) 

 
4) 
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5) 
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All these examples have one thing in common: they use elements traditionally 

thought of as game-like or “fun” to promote learning and engagement. 

Gamification: is using game-based mechanics, aesthetics and game thinking to 

engage people, motivate action, promote learning, and solve problems. 

o Game-Based: it is a game. 

o Mechanics: include levels, earning badges, point systems, scores, and time 

constraints, etc. 

o Aesthetics: engaging graphics or a well-designed experienced. User interface 

is an essential element. 

o Game thinking: most important element. It is the idea of thinking about an 

everyday experience (e.g. running, teaching, working) and converting it into 

an activity that has elements of competition, cooperation, exploration and 

storytelling.  

o Engage: an explicit goal is to gain a person’s attention and to involve him/her 

in the process you have created. 

o People: the individuals who will be engaged in the created process and who 

will be motivated to take action. 

o Motivate action: is a process that energizes and gives direction, purpose or 

meaning to behavior and actions.  

o Promote learning: many gamification elements are based on educational 

psychology. 

o Solve problems: due to cooperative and competitive nature of games. 
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What Gamification is Not? 
 

 Badges, Points, and Rewards: the real power of game-based thinking 

is in the other elements of games: engagement, storytelling, visualization 

of characters, and problem solving. 

 Trivialization of Learning: gamified learning can, and is, difficult, 

challenging, and stressful. 

 New: the elements of gamification are not new. e.g. military  

 Perfect for every learning situation: many situations for which 

gamification will not work. 

 Easy to create: it is not easy to create a game that is both fun to play 

and instructional.  

 

Gamification vs. Serious Games 

A serious game is an experience designed using game mechanics and game 

thinking to educate individuals in a specific content domain.  

Some examples:  

1) Stairs vs. escalator.  

2) Frequent flyer program.  

3) Sales simulation. 

 Each activity has an intrinsic (جوھري) goal (reach top of steps, fly for 

free, learn to sell/buy better). 

 Each has extrinsic (خارجي) elements (music, points, animation). 

 Each has a clear end point (top of stairs, a free flight, sales game ends). 

 Each is designed specifically to promote a serious outcome (taking 

stairs for health, sell more airline tickets, sell more product).  

 

The creation of a serious game falls under the process of gamification.  
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Who is Using Gamification? 

 Cisco developed a game it called “The binary game”. The idea is to 

teach people the basic idea of binary numbers. 

http://forums.cisco.com/CertCom/game/binary_game_page.htm 

 IBM: The INNOV8 simulation game brings IT and business together for 

process model innovation. http://www-

01.ibm.com/software/solutions/soa/innov8/index.html 

 Military: Massive multiplayer online war game leveraging the internet 

(MMOWGLI). https://portal.mmowgli.nps.edu/game-wiki/-

/wiki/10773/About+MMOWGLI 

  UK: Idea Street is an online ideas-management platform that 

encourages employees to share their innovative ideas for change with a 

community of likeminded colleagues, and work with those colleagues to help 

make their ideas a reality.  

http://www.sparkcentral.co.uk/showcase/show/idea-street 

 Marriott hotel social game: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULOwlkiRM18 

 SGI Flight(1983): Fighting jets simulator like F-16, F-15, F-14D (military 

purpose). 
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 ARMA(2006-present): Simulation for modern war combats (Military 

purpose). 

 
 

 Portal (2007-2012): Puzzle game Using interactive tools like the Puzzle 

Maker to draw students  in makes physics, math, logic, spatial reasoning, 

probability, and problem-solving    (Education purpose). 

 

 SimCity(1998-Present): Government/Political simulation. 
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 Microsoft Flight Simulator(1982-Present):  Flight Simulator  

 

 PARAMEDIC SIMULATOR: First aid simulator. 

 

 Areeb’s World: Areeb’s World is a  MMORPG  (Massively Multiplayer 

Online Role-Playing Game) game, that based on math and science curriculum 

in Saudi Arabia. http://areebworld.com/ 
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Understanding Game Elements? 
Abstraction of Concepts and Reality 
Imagine trying to duplicate all the complexity of running a major city!!! 

Game based on this complex subject matter work, not because they include all the complexities, 

but precisely because they reduce the complexity and use broad generalizations to represent 

reality.  

Games are based on models of the real world. This is known as “Operating model”. 

Abstracted reality has a number of advantages over reality: 

 It helps the player manage the conceptual space being experienced. It minimizes the 

complexity. 

 Cause and effect can be more clearly identified. 

 Abstracting reality removes unimportant factors.  

 It reduces the time required to grasp the concepts.  

Class activity 3: in groups, read a related text (in Game_elements_1.pdf file) to game elements 

and summarize it.  

Goals 
 The difference between a game and play is the introduction of a goal. (e.g. running) 

 The introduction of a goal adds purpose, focus, and measurable outcomes. 

 In many games, goals are clear and visible.  

 Visually understanding how far you are from a goal provides incentive, feedback, and an 

indication of progress as well as a measurement against others. 

 A goal gives the player the freedom and autonomy to follow it using different approaches 

and methods. 

 Goals have to be well structured and sequenced to have sustained meaning and to 

motivate players to achieve those goals.  

o Once a player accomplishes the goal of the game, the game is over. So a number 

of smaller goals leading to a larger goal are important in providing continuous play. 

o Goal can be difficult to achieve without building prerequisite skills necessary to 

achieve the goal.  

Rules 
 A game is just a set of defined rules. Without rules, games would not exist. 

 There are different types of rules that apply to games: 

o Operational rules: these are the rule that describe how the game is played. (E.g. 

you can’t open door until you collect the right key). 
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o Constitutive rules or Foundational rules: these are the underlying formal 

structures dictating game functionality. (E.g. the mathematical formulas used to 

calculate how many times the number 6 will appear on a die). 

o Implicit rules or Behavior rules: these are the rules that govern the social contract 

between two or more players, in other words, game etiquette. 

o Instructional rules: these are the rules that you want the learner to know and 

adopt after the game is played.  

Conflict, Competition, or Cooperation 
 A conflict is a challenge provided by a meaningful opponent.  

o To win a challenge, the player must defeat an opponent. (e.g. football game) 

o This is typically accomplished by causing damage on the opponent, by scoring 

more points against the opponent, or by delaying the progress of the opponent.  

 Competition is where opponents are constrained from impeding each other and instead 

give the entirety of their attentions to optimizing their own performance. (e.g. racing) 
o Winning is accomplished by being faster, cleverer, or more skilled than opponents. 

 Cooperating is the act of working with others to achieve a mutually desirable and 

beneficial outcome.  
o This is the social aspect of games that many players enjoy. (e.g. FarmVille)  

 While it is helpful to consider the elements of conflict, competition, and cooperation 

separately, often good game design includes elements of all three. (e.g. World of 

Warcraft) 

Time 

 Time used as a motivator for player activity and action.  

 Time can also be a resource that needs to be allocated during a game. 

 Without the convention of compressed time, games would be difficult and boring. 

Rewards Structures 

 Badges, points, and rewards are not all bad; it’s just that they are not the only component 

to gamification. 

 While it’s fun to obtain a high score, it is just as fun to let others know you are the one 

who received it. 

 The leaderboard is a list of the top scores in the game. 

 Games provide players with instant reward in the form of points. 

 Many games have extra abilities or prizes that can be earned for accomplishing certain 

tasks. 

 Make them as easy to get as possible early in a game so the players are hooked.  
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 It is better to link activities within the game to reward than to have random rewards.  

Feedback 

 One of the game key features is the frequency and intensity of real-time feedback. 

 Some games provide immediate informational feedback to indicate the degree of 

“rightness” or “wrongness” of a response, action, or activity. 
 Other games provide feedbacks to the learner to guide him/her toward the correct 

outcome. 

 Juicy feedback:  

o Tactile: the player can almost feel the feedback as it is occurring on screen. 

o Inviting: it’s something the player desires to achieve. 

o Repeatable: can be received again and again if some events are met. 

o Coherent: within the context of the game. 

o Continuous: occurs as a natural result on interacting within the context of the 

game environment.  

o Emergent: it flows naturally from the game. 

o Balanced: not overwhelmed. 

o Fresh: a little surprising contains some unexpected twists and is interesting and 

inviting. 

Class activity 4: in groups, read a related text (in Game_elements_2.pdf file) to game 
elements and summarize it.  

 Levels 

 Games have different types of levels: 
o Level –or mission- based structure. 
o Level is the degree of difficulty. 
o Level of experience and skills. 

 Game Levels: (mission-based) one purpose is to keep the game space manageable.  

o In each level the player accomplish a small set of goals and, when completed, 

moves on to the next level. 

o The skills are built and reinforced at each level. 

o At the earliest level of the game, players are taught basic skills. 

o As the player progress and the levels become more difficult, players are required 

to recall and use skills learned in previous levels to advance. 

o Levels serve as motivation. 

o The different levels provide small, achievable goals that lead the player to engage 

in more and more activities to move to next level. 

 Playing Levels:  

o Playing a game that is too difficult is not fun. 
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o Playing a game that is too easy is not fun either.  

o Therefore, create a game that is either too hard nor too easy.  

 Player Levels: 

o Easy, intermediate, and hard. 

o Novice, normal, and experienced players.  

Storytelling 

 Storytelling is an essential part of gamification. 

 The element of “story” provides relevance and meaning to the experience. 
 It provides context for application of tasks. 

o Tic-Tac-Toe are not guided by a story. 

o Chess evoke a back story of two warring factions.  

o Angry birds story. 

 Early video games added a thin story layer to make them more interesting and engaging.  

 Elements of storytelling: 

o Characters 

o Plot (something happened) 

o Tension   

o Resolution  

 Adding these elements together creates an effective story to accompany the elements of 

the game. 

Aesthetics 
 Art, beauty, and visual elements. 

 Aesthetics play an important role. Ignoring them will reduces the overall experience of the 

players. (e.g. chess) 

 However, don’t confuse aesthetics with realism. A game doesn’t need to have 

photorealistic images to be visually appealing. (e.g. FarmVille) 

 Avoid uncanny valley phenomenon. When a robot or other animated figure becomes 

more humanlike in its movements and appearance, the emotional response to the figure 

becomes more favorable, but only up until a certain point.  
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Replay or Do Over 
 The replay button or do over gives the player permission to fail.  

 In games, failure is an option. And it is a good one. 

 People expect to fail, and look forward to the lessons learned during the failure 

process. 

 Allowing a player to fail with minimal consequences encourages exploration, curiosity, 

and discovery-based learning.  

 Failure adds an additional level of content because it makes the player reconsider his 

approach to a game. 

 Winning a game without failure or a do over is often a dissatisfying experience for the 

player. The act of failing multiple times makes the act of wining more pleasurable.  

 

Class Activity 5: in groups, chose one of the following topics, and discuss with your group 

the game elements that apply to this topic. 

 Life 

 Study (university) 

 Work 

 Marriage 

 Family 

 Friendship 
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Theories behind Gamification of Learning and Instruction 
Motivation 

• When it comes to game play, motivation is a key concept. 

• Motivation consists of two parts: Internal and external. 

 

• Intrinsic motivation:  

• Mainly driven from within the learner/player. 

• When player replay an activity from a game by himself, because of the enjoyment 

the game provides, the learning it permits, or when the player want to re-feel the 

great experience  the game evokes when accomplishment. 

• Intrinsic motivation is when the rewards come from carrying out an activity rather 

than from the result of the activity. (e.g. teaching, reading a book) 

 

• Extrinsic motivation: 

• Comes from external factors. 

• The motivation comes externally when players seek to earn something that is not 

directly related to the activity (or avoid punishment), it doesn't come from the 

person. (e.g. study, washing a car) 

• External motivation can be a high grade, a certificate, badge, rewards, money 

prizes or appreciation from others. 

• When the player only want to play the game to gain the rewards not for 

enjoyment, then the player is called extrinsically motivated. 

 

Class Activity 6: in groups, think of one activity in life, and then discuss the intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivations that might include. Which one is more important? 
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Motivation Models 
1- ARCS Model 

• The ARCS model examines the motivations of games through four factors: 

(Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction). 

• Attention: aims to gain the attention of the players, so they are more interested in 

the contents. This can be achieved through: 

• Perceptual (الإدراك الحسي) arousal (إثارة): through the means of specific, 

relatable examples, the use of strangeness or conflict, or element of 

surprise. 

• Inquiry arousal: presenting a question or problem (the learner interested 

in solving). 

• Variability: varying the delivery method periodically. 

• Relevance: of the material to be learned. 

• Goal orientation: Tell the player that reaching the goal will help him/her in 

the future. 

• Match the player motivations with the teaching motivations. 

• Familiarity: Showing the player that his/her knowledge is familiar with (or 

base to) the new knowledge to be learned. 

• Confidence: The player's expectation that they will achieve success. 

• One way to help a learner be confident is to clearly state the learning 

requirements and expectations in the beginning (ILOs). 

• Learners like to be successful and success builds on success. 

• Provide feedback and personal support to help learner feel in control. 

• Satisfaction: To give the players the feeling that the learning has value and is 

worth the continued efforts. 

• Try to tap into the intrinsic motivation of the learners. 

 

2-  Malone's Theory of Intrinsically Motivating Instructions (1980s) 

• Investigated what make the game fun to play and motivating, and this model 

consists of three key elements: Challenge, Fantasy, and Curiosity. 

• Challenge:  

• The game environment is challenging when the players are not certain to 

reach the goal. 

• Ways of making outcomes uncertain include variable difficulty level, 

multiple level goals, hidden information, and randomness. 

• Fantasy: (خیال, نزوة) 

• A game environment is called fantasy when it evokes mental images that 

are not in the current game scene. 
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• Curiosity:  (فضول) 

• Game environments evoke players’ curiosity by providing an optimal 

informational complexity. 

• Sensory curiosity: involves the attention-attracting value of changes in the 

light, sound, or other sensory stimuli of an environment. 

• Cognitive curiosity: make learner believe their knowledge are incomplete, 

or inconsistent.   

 

3- Lepper’s Instructional Design Principles for Intrinsic Motivation 

• Control: give the learners the control over the learning activity. 

• Let them have some say into when to initiate and when to terminate an 

activity. 

• Challenge: create environments that are continually challenging the learners. 

• Curiosity: can be achieved by making the learners feel that there is incomplete in 

their knowledge. 

• Contextualization: present the activities in a functional simulations or fantasy 

context. 

 

4- The Taxonomy of Intrinsic Motivation  (Lepper and Malone) 

 Consists of two parts, the first focused on the internal motivation which 

includes: 

 Challenge in terms of goals, uncertain outcomes, performance 

feedback, and self-esteem. 

 Curiosity in terms of sensory and cognitive. 

 Control in terms of possibility, power and choice. 

 Fantasy in terms of emotional and cognitive aspects. 

 The second focused on the interpersonal motivation which includes: 

 Cooperation in terms of players working together. 

 Competition in terms of competing against other players. 

 Recognition in terms of making achievements available to others. 

 

5- Distributed Practice 

 Is the space between the times the game is played. 

 This achieved in teaching by distributing study or learning efforts over multiple 

short sessions, with each session focused on the subject matter to be learned. 

 This helps learners retain access to memorized information over long periods of 

time. 
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 The problem with the mass practice the learner can become tired and less 

efficient.  

 Games are designed so that players play them again and again. 

 Well-designed game means the player is not having the same experience twice. 

 

6- Flow 

 Flow is a mental state of operation in which a person is fully immersed 

(occupied) and focused in what he/she is doing. 

 Flow is experienced when the challenge facing a person is in almost perfect 

balance with the person’s level of skills and abilities. 

 
 Flow is elusive and cannot always or easily be designed into a game. 

 Components that make flow possible: 

o Achievable task: the person must believe that he/she can accomplish 

the task with some degree of effort. 

o Concentration: the player must apply mental and physical energies 

with intense focus. 

o Clear goals: the person knows exactly what he needs to do. 

o Feedback: as the person is engaged in the activity, feedback is provided 

immediately. 

o Control over action: the person feels in complete control over what 

he/she is doing. 

o Loss of sense of time: when in flow state, time doesn’t matter. 
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Player Types and Games Patterns 

 Not everyone plays a game the same way.  
o Some are ultracompetitive- they play to win. They don’t like losing and become 

emotionally upset when they lose.  
o Others play games because of the challenge; they want to achieve the goal, 

whatever it may entail.  
o Others play for the social aspect.  
o Still others want to explore the elements of the game and determine what they all 

mean. 

 Not all games have the same type on interactions, goals, or playing styles. 

Types of Play 
Class Activity 7: in groups, watch sample games and then discuss the type of plays in each one. 

 When thinking about player types, consider what players of games like to do. 
1. Competitive play: players compete against the game or others to achieve goals. 

 First-person shooters: A player working against non-player characters created by 
A.I. within the game. (e.g. DOOM) 

 First-person thinker: involves moving around an environment encountering 
obstacles, but not using violence.  (e.g. SUDOKU) 

 Player vs. Player: where two or more players compete against one another until 
one player lose. (e.g. Chess) 

2. Cooperative play: players work together to help each other and share resources to 
achieve mutually desirable goals (referred as co-op mode). 

 Players may work alone to accomplish some goal but cannot reach the final stage 
of the game without working with others (e.g. Toontown, FarmVille, CityVille) 

3. Self-expression/creative play: these games are played simply to provide players a chance 
to express themselves and exercise their creativity. (e.g. Minecraft) 

 Most often gamification involves a combination of these three elements where one will 
be the dominate form.  

Player skill levels 
 Novice player:  

o Requires some approaches to motivate and attract them different than those used 
to hold onto players who consider themselves masters of the game. 

o An important first step is to guide them into the game gently but with a great deal 
of attraction and interest. 

o Most of the time the first task, quest, or mission is nothing more than walking over 
to a particular area. Once the player reaches the area, he receives a reward or 
token- immediate reinforcement. This will teaches basic navigation and interface 
control.  

o Next step might be to manipulating objects within the environment.  

 Expert player:  
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o Players have all the skills they need to competently/expertly engage at a high level 
of game play. 

o In this level, player wants to gain access to rewards, items, and levels that are not 
accessible to novice players. 

 Master player: 
o Player has accomplished every task in the game and has a high level of knowledge 

about the game play, sequence, and mechanics of the game. 
o At this level, players look after status, exclusivity/uniqueness, and special benefits 

to keep them interested in staying with the game. 
 

Player Types 
• Determined by how they interact with and within a game environment.  
• Richard Bartle (a game research from England) was able to identify that people mostly 

liked the same types of things within the game. 
• Based on his research, he named and classified game players into four groups: Achiever, 

Explorer, Socializer, and Killer. 
• Every person tends to exhibit behaviors from all the four types when playing games, but 

many people tend to lean more heavily toward one of the types. 
 

Player Types Diagram 

 
The Achiever 

• Seeking the achievement within the game context, and wants to be at the top of the 
leaderboard. 

• Always want know how they can gain status and then to show everyone the status they 
have achieved. 

• The primary enjoyment for this type of players is to challenge other players’ status, score, 
and achievements. 

• Achievers goal is to gain rewards, score, and moving from lower levels to higher levels. 
• They only engage in activities that can be used to move them to their goals of achieving 

victory. 
• They find exploration necessary only to find new sources of rewards or points. 
• They socialize with others only to learn new ways to gain more levels or earn more points. 
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• When opponents become obstacles in the way to achieving more, they are aggressive and 
kill till they achieve what they want. 

• The social capital of achievers is that they have accumulated a large number of points and 
are good at the game. 

 
The Explorer 

• They try to discover the game environment as much as they can, to learn all the nooks 
and understand the breadth of the game. 

• They try to find all the hidden elements within the game. 
• They enjoy the discovery of learning new things other players don’t know. 
• They care of scoring points, as it could be necessary to explore new locations or open new 

levels or unlock mini-games. 
• They try to interact with all the aspects of the game to see what will happen (the 

results of their actions). 
• They socialize with others when it can be a source of interesting information, or when 

they want to share their knowledge. 
• They love to share information with others. 
• Their social capital is based on knowing the ins and outs of the game. 

 
The Socializers 

• Their main interests are in relationships with other players and in organizing players. 
• They enjoy connecting with other players through the game environment, and they enjoy 

the company of others. 
• They like to greet and help new players; also they create subgroups within the game, and 

try to use all the communication tools provided by the game to communicate with others. 
• In Multiplayer: 

• Those players are the first to send you friend request. 
• They love to open conversations with others. 
• They love to help other players to achieve success. 

• They explore the environment to learn new places to discuss and socialize with others. 
• Gaining points in their perspective is required to facilitate socialization with others. 
• When it comes to killing, they rarely do, but when their friends are killed or attacked, they 

tend to be aggressive to seek revenge. 
• Their social capital is that they know a lot of people within the game. 

 
The Killer 

• His/her enjoyment is to defeat other players by killing them in all the possible ways. 
• Winning is not important, but to kill as many players as possible, and cause the larger 

possible amount of trouble. 
• They try to impose themselves and their ideas on other players. 
• Their social capital is that they are very powerful within the game and others fear them.  

 
Class Activity 8: in groups, consider a life activity, and then discuss the player types in it 
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User-Centered Development (UCD) 

 HCI Definition: “Human Computer Interaction is a discipline concerned with 
the design, evaluation, and implementation of interactive computing 
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding 
them”  (ACM SIGCHI, 1992) 

 HCI Science combines knowledge, techniques and methods from domains 
like:  

o Psychologists (علم نفس): Experimental, Educational, Social and Industrial 
Psychology. 

o Computer Science 
o Instructional and Graphic Design 
o Technical Writing 
o Human Factors and Ergonomics (بیئة العمل) 
o Anthropology (علم الانسان) and Sociology (علم الاجتماع)    

 

Usability  

 Most accepted definition for usability is: “The extent to which a product can 
be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”   (ISO 9241-11) 

 Other definitions of usability: “Usability is concerned that humans who use 
the product can do so quickly and easily to accomplish their own 
tasks”(Redish & Dumas, A Practical Guide to Usability Testing, 1999) 

 
Usability Requirements:  

 Every designer wants to build a high quality user interface. 

 Careful planning and process is needed. 

 System goal is always: to be easy to use, accessible, comprehensible, 
intelligible, idiot proof, available and ready. 

 This requires a systematic process. 

 Goal: develop usable systems, taking into account the specific users in their 
specific context.  

 
Goals for Requirements Analysis: 
Ways taken to assure the user needs: 

 Determine the tasks and subtasks that must be carried out.  
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 Cover tasks that are only performed occasionally:  Common tasks are easy to 
identify.  

 Functionality must match the user need or else users will reject or 
underutilize the product. 

 
Deliver with reliability:  

 Actions must function as specified in needs / requirements. 

 Data displayed on screen must match the actual database records. 

 Ease the user sense of distrust.  

 The system should be available as often as possible. 

 The system must not introduce errors.  

 User privacy and data security should be assured, by protecting against 
unwarranted access, destruction of data, and bad usage.  

  
Usability Measures: 

 ISO 9241 definition of usability: focuses on the goals of effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction.  

 Target user community and classification of associated tasks related to the 
interface need to be identified. 

 Communities evolve overtime. 

 Needs and models of use change. 
 
Shneiderman and Nielsen added the usefulness factors: 

 Time to learn: How long does it take for typical members of the community to learn relevant task?  

 Speed of performance: How long does it take to perform relevant benchmarks?  

 Rate of errors by users: How many and what kinds of errors are made during benchmark tasks?  

 Retention over time: Frequency of use and ease of learning help make for better user retention.  

 Subjective satisfaction: Allow for user feedback via interviews, free-form comments and 

satisfaction scales. 
 
Design options have always trade-offs: 
Changes to the interface in a new version may create consistency problems with 
the previous version. 
However, the new changes may improve the interface in other ways or introduce 
new needed functionality. 
Design alternatives can be evaluated in several ways like by designers and users via 
mockups or high-fidelity prototypes. 
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Getting feedback early enough is: 

 The basic tradeoff. 

 Perhaps less expensively in the development process versus having a more 
authentic evaluated interface. 

 
Usability Motivations: 
Lots of interfaces are poorly designed; this is true across domains. 

 Example 1: Life-critical systems: In an air traffic control, nuclear reactors, 
power utilities, police & fire dispatch systems, medical equipment.  

o High costs, reliability and effectiveness are expected.  
o Length training periods are acceptable despite the financial cost to 

provide error-free performance and avoid the low frequency but high 
cost errors. 

o User satisfaction is less an issue due to well-motivated users.  

 Example 2: Office, home, and entertainment applications: Word processing, 
electronic mail, computer conferencing, and video game systems, 
educational packages, search engines, mobile device, etc.  

o Ease of learning, low error rates, and subjective satisfaction are very 
important. 

o Infrequent use of some applications means interfaces must be intuitive 
and easy to use. 

o Choosing functionality is difficult, the population has a wide range of 
both novice and expert users.  

o Competition cause the need for low cost. 
 
Usability Testing: 
Usability testing may put the user in a separate controlled environments and asking 
them to perform tasks on their own without any offered help and measure their 
quantitative performance.  
The goal of usability testing: 
Find errors in a particular interface(s), with a small or large number of user in a 
structured or unstructured style. 
Not to generalize the results but improve interface of an application. 
Not stating a statistical significance. 
Laboratory or non-laboratory research methods are available. 
Methods include: 

 Observations 
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 Field studies 

 Focus groups 

 Expert reviews 

 Surveys 

 Interviews 

 Controlled experiments 
 
Usability and Games: 
Playing games that are frustrating because of usability problems or interface faults 
is not acceptable. 
Usability should be taken into account in all phases of game development. 
User experience (UX) MUST be high in serious games. 

 
 
Know the User (Player): 

 Age, gender, physical and cognitive abilities, education, cultural or ethnic 
background, training, motivation, goals and personality. 

 Design goals based on skill level: 

 Novice or first-time players. 

 Knowledgeable intermediate players. 

 Expert players. 
 
Collecting Information about the User! 

 Collect data from target players of games, only the player knows how it 
should behave and the enjoyable interaction. 

 NEVER from developers but from players themselves in their contexts. 

 Observation. 

 Metaphors. 
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Participatory Design 

Definition: “A design approach used in user centered development, where 
representatives from stakeholders are actively involved in the processes and 
procedures of the design.”  
In this approach the users/players and the wider public are also recognized as 
stakeholders and are involved into the process as well. 

 
 
Controversial (debatable) 
In one side, more user involvement brings:  

 More accurate information about tasks.  

 More opportunity for players to influence design decisions.  

 A sense of participation that builds players' ego investment in successful 
implementation.  

 Potential for increased player acceptance of final game. 
On the other side, extensive player involvement may:  

 Be more costly.  

 Lengthen the implementation period.  

 Force designers to compromise their design to satisfy incompetent (useless) 
participants.  

 Build opposition to some game concepts.  

 Players have no expertise in the game systems nor the serious topic; subject 
of the game? 

 

Scenario of Use (Use Case) 

 Scenarios about the daily life activities/actions.  

 Describe how play in typical games. 

 Provide examples of play as input to design. 

 Best to be done in a walkthrough (task based) approach. 

 Tools of good help: 
o Table classifying player types and their ways of interaction.  
o Table of gameplay sequences. 
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 May make use of personas (prototypical players) 
o Based on hypothetical player. 
o Ask questions: “how would Abass react if. . . ?” 
o Non-essential details help things appear real.  
o Avoid designers. 
o Don’t make it for yourself but the player. 

 
Persona example 

 
 

Prototypes 

o Paper 
o Wireframes and Script (PowerPoint, flash, Lucid Charts, etc.) 
o Animated Prototypes, Visual Programming 
o Functional Prototypes  
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Managing the Gamification Design Process 

 

Serious Game Team 
who should be on the game design team? What role does each person fill. 

Class Activity: in groups, discuss who should be on the game design team? What role does each 

person fill. 

The following team members typically are involved with a project for the 

gamification of learning and instruction: 

(Note: not all of these individuals will be involved every time. It depends on the size 

and scope of the project.) 
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Serious Game Design Document 
A gamification design document can help establish the foundation for development. The 

document is a place to collect thoughts, ideas, and approaches to creating the game. It is 

not meant to be an exact step-by-step roadmap.  
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Development Process: ADDIE vs. Scrum 
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ADDIE 
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SCRUM (Agile) 
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